Measuring the wedge angle and specimen thickness of 3mm perforated TEM samples can be difficult. Semiconductor silicon exhibits useful color changes in transmitted light, from opaque to red to yellow to white, as its thickness decreases below a few microns. This paper will describe progress with algorithms for mapping specimen thickness and hence wedge angle at selected regions in such specimens.
Measuring the wedge angle and specimen thickness of 3mm perforated TEM samples can be difficult. Semiconductor silicon exhibits useful color changes in transmitted light, from opaque to red to yellow to white, as its thickness decreases below a few microns. This paper will describe progress with algorithms for mapping specimen thickness and hence wedge angle at selected regions in such specimens.
To begin the process, a perforated specimen is lighted from beneath, allowing light to shine through the hole and thinner portions of the sample. The sample should be placed on a small puncture in dark paper, allowing only light from directly beneath the specimen to come through. Other extraneous light from the room should be mitigated to prevent reflected light from around and above the specimen from contaminating the data. Once the effect from external light is negligible and the only transmitted light is coming from beneath the specimen, digital images from a light microscope can be recorded.
The images may now be used to analyze the wedge angle by finding the thickness of a sample in two places, and analyzing that data as the "rise" and "run" of a triangle to obtain the degree of the angle. Open the file in a program such as Microsoft Paint, Image J or Photoshop and locate the area under surveillance. Using the pixel count given by the program, choose a pixel in the "hole of your specimen, recording that pixel's x and y coordinates as well as its RGB numbers. Next, choose a corresponding pixel outside the hole and record its data. Using the x and y coordinates obtained from both pixels, calculate the difference on both the x and y axis, and use those to get the length of your line:
. This length will be considered the "run" for calculating the angle. The distance in pixels can be changed into units of length measurement using the image field width, or a length standard imaged under the same conditions. To find the "rise," use the RGB numbers obtained from each pixel and insert them into the equation [(G/G 0 )/(R/R 0 )] where G is the green number on the specimen, G 0 is the green measurement in the hole, R is the red number on the specimen, and R 0 is the red measurement in the hole. The result obtained will be defined as (G/R), the green to red attenuation. The thickness of the specimen can be acquired from the function (G/R) ≈ 1-0.217t+0.0165t 2 , where t is the thickness. This function was derived from the color of silicon transmission chart [1] . The thickness versus attenuation is presented in figure 1 . For better accuracy, several lines were chosen to measure the variables and an average of the group was used to calculate all data.
Once the rise and run are found, the equation tanθ= rise/run can be used to compute the wedge angle of the specimen. Wedge angles found for specimen 1 and specimen 2 were 13.1° and 15.7°, respectively. The average wedge angle calculated by other methods for specimen 1 was 13.6°, while the calculation for specimen 2 was 17.0°. This shows an average percent error for the two specimens at 5.7%. Since the area where the wedge angle was measured was approximated in all cases, this error is relatively small. 
